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Abstract
This thesis seeks to re-engage the intimate con-
nection between architecture and the minds of its
inhabitants through design that addresses specific

cognitive needs.

Architecture fundamentally shares a connection

with the mind. Through its inhabitants' subjective

experience, architecture necessarily interfaces with

their cognitive conditions, but to varying extents.

This connection was demonstrated most intimately
in the architecture and history of the asylum. It

was then, when perception was conceived as uni-

versal conditions that the built environment par-

ticipated in the cure of the insane. The result of

this attitude was colossal, centralized institutions

where those considered insane would be treated.
The architectural response to the patients reflected

the generalized understanding of the mind at the

time--homogenous.

Today, the role of architecture has been margin-

alized as the conception of the mind is strictly

chemical and neither environmental nor spatial. As

a result, these once colossal institutions are now

extinct.

Treatment of mental illness is now primar-

ily behavioral therapy and psychoactive drugs,
which grow more and more pervasive. Cur-

rently, 1 in 4 people have a diagnosable illness.

This figure has been used to support the claim for

a Mental Illness Crisis in America. And while there
maybe be an increase in mental instability, the sta-

tistic is more likely a consequence of a new, devel-

oping understanding of the mind. That is, through

this pursuit to decode our very being into chemical
formulas, modern science has revealed a diverse

spectrum of cognitive or experiential conditions.
The new normal is: there is no normal.

The urban condition has already begun to respond

to this with the growing network of hospitals, phar-

macies, and therapists attending to the mentally ill.

However, this thesis projects that soon the mind

will be so demystified, that all people will register

on a spectrum of cognitive conditions. As a result,
architecture will need to respond to not only spe-

cific physical requirements such as environment,
human body, site, program etc. but to the specific

cognitive or experiential needs of the inhabitants.

These needs will not longer be recognized as ill-

nesses, but rather as "mindstyles" of the individual.

Through the design of three domestic spaces for

specific mindstyles--SAD, OCD, and APD--this

thesis posits the ability for architecture to behave

with the localization and specialization of a pill.

Thesis Supervisor Brandon Clifford
Title Lecturer in Architecture
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ARCHITECTURE AND THE MIND
TIMELINE

The timeline on the opposite page maps in parallel

the progression of the prevailing or trending ideas

through time for three different categories--the
formulation of architecture, practice of medicine,
and the conception of the mind. Each has influ-

ence over the other and as a result, when changes

observed in one stream often correlate with those
of another.

To start, prior to the rise of psychiatry, the mind
was conceived of as a transcendent entity, the

workings of which were mysterious. So, the ar-

chitecture at that time functioned as a quarantine

of the criminally insane and nothing more. The

Narrenturm, built in 17th Century Vienna, is an

example of this attitude in its prison-like (almost

panopticon) design.

t 0
The Asylum

During the 19th Century, modern psychiatry
emerged as the ideas from the Enlightenment
trickled down into the practice of medicine. The

environment's ability to augment mental states was

recognized and utilized in the treatment of men-

tal illness in colossal institutions. Bedlam Hospital

in England is one of the oldest examples of the

asylum as an institution engaging in the cognitive
needs of its patients. However, the Kirkbride Plan

was the consummation of this era because of its

rigorously developed specifications for how archi-

tecture ought to participate in the cure of insanity.

The third clearly defined period corresponds to the
growing concensus in the philsophical and scientif-

ic communities that the mind is merely chemical re-

actions. With this conception, architecture and the
external world in general was less important to the
treatment of mental illness. Instead, psychoactive
drugs took over and architecture was dispersed and

mitigated to small practicioners and distributers.

17
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PRECEDENT two
STUDIES The Asylum

Investigations were carried out into specific prec-
edents of asylums over time. Each one reflects

different architectural conditions. Together the

precedents reveal the progression suggested by the

timeline study.

The following are the selected asylums, their loca-

tions and approximate date of creation:

1 Narrenturm
-. Vienna, 1780

2 Bedlam
London, 1815

3 Richardson Complex
Buffalo, NY, 1870

4 McLean
Belmont, NLA, 1900

5 BIG Psychiatric Hospital
Helsingor, 2009

19



1 Narrenturm

2 Bedlam

3 Buffalo

4 Mclean

5 Helsingor
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3 Buffalo
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1 Narrenturm

2 Bedlam

3 Buffalo

4 Mclean

5 Helsingor
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PRECEDENT STUDIES

Experience Organization

Lighting and materials are treated differently in

each asylum type here. The Narrenturm, as a

quarantine, had thin halls and little light. Little

consideration for the experience can be seen in

this prison like precedent. The Kirkbride asylums

were grand and well-lit. They were monuments

to the practice of psychiatry, which was inten-

tional for the purpose of expressing strength and

solidarity to the patients. At Helsingor, light wells

puncture throughout the building to bring light
in. This modern, albeit rare approach, reflects the

appreciatation for the built environment's ability

to affect mental states of inhabitants.

Scaling

The Narrenturm can be seen as a small and dense

condition. Space was not necessary to simply hold

people and diagnosis was a lot less common as well.

Bedlam grew in size as the practice of psychiatry

emerged. The pinnacle of the practice of pschiatry

can be seen in the massive subdivided, Kirkbride

Plans. Soon after that period, the asylum began to

break apart into a community condition--still large

but dispersed slightly. Today, the few psychiatry

centers are small once again as asylums are typically

not a part of treatment as they once were.

23

1/ Narrenturm - no communal spaces, circular
circulation, periphery quarters
2/ Bedlam - few communal spaces, quarters along
the long straight corridors
3/ Buffalo - staggered circulation, quarters long

the circulation route, communal spaces within

each ward
4/ McLean - campus-like circulation (roads,
footpaths), some buildings communal, others are

quarters
5/ Helsingor - circulation and communal spaces

joined

Siting

The earlier asylums such as the Narrenturm and

Bedlam appeared inside the city limits. They were

not central as they contained "undesirables" but

they were not far either. A major shift to a rural set-

ting occurred in the Kirkbride designs which called

for huge plots of land and a far distance from any

city center. As time went on and social integration

was encouraged, the asylum moved back towards

the city. However, as it was originally, the asylum
was never central.

two
The Asylum
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DEATH OF two
THE ASYLUM The Asylum

In 1952, the first psychoactive drug, Thorazine,
was approved for mass consumption and marketed
as a treatment for a wide variety of ailments. This

breakthrough reinforced the trend in philosophy to

identify brain processes as subjective experiences-

-objectifying subjectivity. It also bolstered the al-
ready growing support for deinstitutionalization
from both scientific and public policy communi-

ties. As a result, after steady increase for more than

a century, there was a dramatic drop in asylum in-

patients in the second half of the 1900s.

During this period of decline for the asylum, new

mental illness treatment facilities were being con-

ceived of as communities and progressively more
integrated with society. The McLean Hospital is

an early example of the community mental health
movement--disparate buildings in a rural setting.
However, the practice of psychiatry became pro-
gressively more socially assimilated and exclusively
chemical, which marked the near total elimination
of architecture in mental health treatment.
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CRISIS three
Spectrum and Projection

Treatment of mental illness is now primarily be-
havioral therapy and psychoactive drugs, which
grow more and more pervasive. Currently, 1 in 4
people have a diagnosable illness. This figure has
been used to support the claim for a Mental Illness
Crisis in America. And while there maybe be an
increase in mental instability, the statistic is more
likely a consequence of a new, developing under-
standing of the mind. That is, through this pursuit
to decode our very being into chemical formulas,
modern science has revealed a diverse spectrum of
cognitive or experiential conditions. The new nor-
mal is: there is no normal.

29
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MINDSTYLES IN three
TH-E CITY Spectrum and Projection

Hospitals

Pharmacies

erapists The urban condition has already begun to respond
to this with the growing network of hospitals, phar-

macies, and therapists attending to the mentally ill.

However, this thesis projects that soon the mind

will be so demystified, that all people will register
on a spectrum of cognitive conditions. As a result,

ane Citv architecture will need to respond to not only spe-
cific physical requirements such as environment,
human body, site, program etc. but to the specific
cognitive or experiential needs of the inhabitants.
These needs will no longer be recognized as ill-
nesses, but rather as "mindstyles" of the individual.
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AD(isabilities)A > Lobotomy

AM(indstyles)A > Specific Response
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ANTI-ADA three
RESPONSE Spectrum and Projection

One method of response to cognitive needs would

be like that of the ADA, which was designed to re-

spond to physical needs. However, this method is

based on generalizations for a wide range of condi-

tions. To treat mindstyles based on generalizations

would not only be overly restrictive, but also totally

ineffective. As discussed earlier, mental conditions

require specific responses--there is no bottom line

set of specifications that would appease all meth-

ods of perception. In this way, the ADA method

of response is like that of a lobotomy--an overly

invasive, destructive, and ineffective treatment.

There is no capacity to address the specific in this

scenario.

Thus, this thesis is against universal accessibility.
Instead, architecture ought to behave with the lo-

calization and specialization of a pill.
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typical townhouse in South End of Boston
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SITE fouir
Design Proposals

The studies of the asylum revealed the necessity

for comunity integration in mental condition treat-
ment. As a result, I selected an archetypal town-
house that would fit into the standard neighbor-
hood condition of Boston, specifically the South
End.

The designs must accommdate two families that
live in the single building. Most importantly, how-
ever, it must couple the typical domestic activities
(sleeping, recreation, eating, bathing, etc.) with the
needs of various mindstyles--both those identified
as "on the spectrum" and those considered "nor-

mal."

image sOuLCe: see page 80
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Compulsive
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A ffective
Disorder
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Antisocial SELECTED four
Personality MINDSTYLES Design Proposals
Dis orde r

In order to test the thesis put forth in the previous

sections, I selected three mindstyles from different
points on the spectrum. Each is characteristically
unique and would require very different architec-
tural responses as a result.

Seasonal Affective Disorder
- normal health throughout year, except one par-

ticular season (usually winter)
- experience depressive symptoms in winter or

summer
- heightened anxiety, sleep too much, little energy

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

- uncontrollable, intruding, recurring thoughts
- causes fear, uneasiness, apprehension
- results in repetitive behaviors aimed at reducing

those anxieties
- recognize their actions are irrational but can't stop

Antisocial Personality Disorder

- pervasive pattern of social inhibition or an-

tagonism

- feelings of inadequacy, avoid social interation

- consider themselves socially inept and unap-

pealing, fear ridicule

39
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SAD HOUSE four
Design Proposals

Condition Category: environmental
Response Attitude: appeasement treatment
Architectural Device: light

The clients in this scenario are two families each
with one adult member that has Seasonal Affective
Disorder. The design follows a typical row house
condition with layered floors and compact circula-
tion, but is penetrated by light shafts. The light
shafts all intersect and converge onto a single space
allowing light to be both directed into all rooms.
The light from the shafts may be either reflected
natural or artificial from a mechanism at the top of
the house. The sizes of the shafts in each room re-
flects the programmatic need for "treatment" with-
in those spaces, as this design seeks to appease the
mindstyle that craves light. Furthermore, the divi-
sions generated by the protruding light shafts are
used as the base for the dividing of programmatic
spaces (for example, kitchen and guest bedroom).
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OCD HOUSE four
Design Proposals

Condition Category: organizational
Response Attitude: non-appeasement treatment
Architectural Device: entropy

The clients in this scenario are two couples both
suffering from Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
with a tendency to hoard and organize. The de-

sign is intended to antagonize the condition and
treat it by disallowing them to engage in behav-
iors that satisfy their condition--similar to aversion
therapy. Thus, the design uses continuously curved

volumes--ellipsoids to carve the space in which or-

dering objects becomes nearly impossible. In the

case of hoarding, all of the objects would pile up at
the center of the space rendering the architecture
uninhabitable. Morever, furniture would all be de-
signed with wheels, making the space be a constant
state of entropy.
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APD HOUSE four
Design Proposals

Condition Category: social
Response Attitude: appeasement non-treatment
Architectural Device: division

The clients in this scenario have one family mem-
ber (for both apartments) suffering from Antisocial
Personality Disorder. The aim for the design is to
allow for a duality of space conditions--the social
and the antisocial. Thus, the organization is con-
ceived of as a closed box spiral. Inside the spiral is
the antisocial space, smaller and quarantined space
with limited light and access. The social spaces oc-
cur on top of the spiral--open spaces. The form is
governed by the required space for the programs-
-so the floor space swells and shrinks accordingly.
The wall are then lofted between levels and results
in a warped effect. At the center of the spiral is the
interface space--a controlled condition that medi-
ates between the primary dual programs.
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FINAL MODELS fire
Appendices

The final models were made out of wood for the
context and the designs were 3d printed and cut
at the center to reveal the section of the building.
The models were built at 1' = 3/64" scale.
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STUDY MODELS fire
Appendices

The models on the opposite page were process
models for the OCD house. They were testing
formal systems that had continuously curving sur-
faces. Ultimately, the boolean ellipsoid operation
was selected over these surface-based methods.

The models on this page were concept models for
the construction of the light shafts of the SAD
house. The top model model was the large pri-
mary light shaft and the second model shows small
secondary cylinders intersecting with it. The final
model in this set shows the tapering and skewing
of the cylinders to create design spatial conditions.
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THESIS DEFENSE fice
Appendices

These pages show the documentation of the the-
sis defense presentation made on May 17, 2013 at
MIT.
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